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Abstract
In this paper, we describe the current main approaches to sign language translation which use deep neural networks with videos as input and text as output. We highlight that, under our point of view, their main weakness is the lack of generalization in daily life contexts. Our goal is to build a state-of-the-art system for the automatic interpretation of sign language in unpredictable video framing conditions. Our main contribution is the shift from image features to landmark positions in order to diminish the size of the input data and facilitate the combination of data augmentation techniques for landmarks. We describe the set of hypotheses to build such a system and the list of experiments that will lead us to their verification.
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1 Introduction

During the last years (multimodal) language technology has seen immense progress due to the great performance of deep neural networks working on large amounts of text, image or video data [26, 7, 1, 16, 15, 21]. This progress has enabled solutions and products which serve the majority of the consumer basis, which has the ability to speak and hear, but has comparatively neglected a considerable part of the population which is deaf or hearing impaired. In our effort to intensify research towards supporting deaf people with tools for their integration in the society, we focus on Sign Language (SL).

Sign Language is the main communication language for deaf people and used by more than 10 million people in the world [8]. People who are deaf from birth, also due to the lack of exposure to corresponding vocal signals, are not proficient in reading text translations and not comfortable with writing, as the spoken language is for them a foreign language. Hence, the only effective mean of communication are motion videos, either captured or played-back.

The research community has been investigating the machine-driven translation of SL for more than 20 years; at the beginning, with the introduction of text-to-SL tools to render sign language videos through the use of virtual characters [9, 12, 17]. More recently, the
focus moved towards the more challenging SL video-to-text direction [25, 3], requiring a more computational intensive analysis of video streams.

Within the SocialWear project, we are conceiving solutions supporting an easier integration between the deaf and the speaking communities. One of the scenarios considered within the project aims at supporting the integration of a speaking person within a group of deaf speakers by translating, in real-time, sign language videos taken from wearable cameras, into voice (see Figure 1). The most challenging technological aspect being the need to recognize motion of people with diverse body proportions and clothing, framed from cameras positioned at different height, unpredictable framing angles, various lighting conditions and any background.

On the other hand, systems to estimate body and facial configurations “in the wild” do exist, see for instance [2, 5, 18], and could be trained due to the availability of big datasets. However, such training data for sign language translation of many national sign languages is missing (and will likely be missing for many years ahead), thus preventing the development of end-to-end translation systems in uncontrolled scenarios.

Therefore, we are proposing an approach to recognize sign language in the wild through a training pipeline that includes an augmentation of sign language animation data via synthetic generation (see Figure 2). The main idea is to delegate the identification of 3D landmarks in sign language video streams to specialized software, which is trained on big corpora in diverse conditions. Then, a 3D software will augment the 3D landmarks corpus to simulate cameras with different lenses and framing angles. Finally, train a neural network able to translate 3D landmark information into text, also bypassing any intermediate symbolic representation of sign language.

After introducing some related work (Section 2), in Section 3, we describe our envisioned pipeline and how to implement it. Section 4 describes our hypotheses and the evaluation plan, and finally Section 5 concludes the paper.

---

2 Background

Very recent works approach SL video-to-text as a translation task that in most cases uses intermediate sign glosses [3, 4, 27, 28, 22]. These works employ a variety of neural machine translation (NMT) architectures, which mainly differ on how the input (video) is encoded—CNN, STMC networks, etc. Traditionally, the 2-steps conversion video-to-gloss followed by gloss-to-text has performed better than the end-to-end task. However, as currently happens in several deep learning problems, the use of transformer architectures [26] starts favouring end-to-end learning. Camgoz et al. (2020) [4] and Yin et al. (2020) [27] achieve state-of-the-art results on the RWTH-PHOENIX14T corpus [10, 11]—a standard test set for SL interpretation—with transformer-based NMT systems.

As already introduced, recognizing sing language motion in the wild would require an amount of data that is not available as of today. To circumvent this problem, we propose splitting the translation pipeline into a first phase, recognizing 3D landmarks from videos. This would allow augmenting the data by applying transformation techniques (e.g. simulating various recording conditions, size of body parts etc.) or creating additional features given the landmarks. Then the augmented vector-based information can be used to train the translation from landmarks into text.

Within this approach lies the work done by Ko et al. [14, 13]. They use NMT architectures as in previous works, but they extract 2D coordinates of human keypoints from the input videos and use these coordinates to train the neural translation systems. Vector-based animation data allows for applying object 2D normalization whereas the authors apply random frame skip sampling to augment the video data. Unfortunately, [4, 27] and [13] cannot be compared directly because systems are applied to different sign languages, domains, and test sets. Contrary to our suggestion, Ko et al. apply augmentation techniques directly on the video frames (prior to the landmark recognition) but not at the recognized landmarks (after the landmark recognition and before the translation from landmarks to text), as suggested by us.

More elaborated synthetic data augmentation techniques have been already employed in the generation of synthetic data for the task of recognizing hand poses. For example, Malik et al. [20, 19] generated more than 5 million images of hand configurations by setting up a virtual human in front of a desktop environment and simulating the random movement of a hand in front of a webcam. Also, Mueller et al. [23] generated a synthetic dataset by first capturing the motion of real hands, retargeting the motion to a virtual hand, framing it from an egocentric point-of-view, and then augmenting the dataset by modulating hand shape and skin color, adding occluding objects, and imposing random real-world backgrounds. In Covre et al. [6], the authors recorded gestures executed by a single human and transferred it to a virtual human. Then, they augmented the motion of the virtual character in order to train a gesture classification model based on random forests. The augmentation concerned both
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modulating the gesture dynamics and moving the virtual camera. These techniques have not been applied to sign language, which is based on the movement of more body elements than just hands (e.g., posture, face).

3 Proposed methodology

State-of-the-art work from Camgoz et al. [4], achieves a BLEU score of more than 20 points by employing deep learning on an end-to-end translation approach from video to text. The input is processed within the neural network via a spatio-temporal embedding bound with a positional encoding. A major weakness of this approach is that the translation system relies on the raw input of a stream of video pixels, thus leading, from our point of view, to the following limitations:

- The resolution of the input video stream is forced by the architecture. Hence, videos at higher resolution must be scaled down even when a higher resolution, and thus more details, would be available. However, the higher the resolution of the video, the higher the computational power needed to train and run the neural network;
- The system is bound to the recording conditions of the corpus (RWTH-PHOENIX14T [10]) used for the experiments such as camera lenses (aperture and distortion), camera distance and angle, lighting conditions, background;
- The system is bound to the physical characteristics and the dress-code directives (black long-sleeved sweaters) present in the training corpus.

We assume that such a system would not be able to reach the same performance when tested on a video of a person with different clothing and skin colour, different light conditions or viewing distance or angle. This can be attributed to a known limitation of neural networks, which badly generalize for input coming from a different distribution than the one used for training and testing. An end-to-end neural architecture would be in principle able to learn to generalize the translation given different conditions, but this would require a vast amount of video-to-text parallel corpora, where the same phrases would be repeated under these different conditions. Unfortunately, the lack of sign language parallel corpora and the difficulty to obtain them is a major obstacle to building such a robust system.

Hence, we propose adding an intermediate level of indirection in the translation pipeline, by first extracting motion data of the SL speakers in terms of skeletal motion (for body and hands) and displacement of key points of the skin (for the face) from the video streams. Figure 2 shows a diagram of the proposed architecture. This way, the translation of the sign language into text is performed on the animation data of a 3D virtual human, rather than on the video of a real human. This would lead to several advantages:

1. There are sufficient data and very strong existing models for recognizing skeletal and facial motion in-the-wild, such as OpenFace [2], OpenPose [5], and MediaPipe [18];
2. the performance of the system would not be affected by the identity of the signer nor by their clothes;
3. the translation system would be independent from lighting conditions;
4. it would be possible to provide the network with additional data points, like the distances between joints (a feature often very useful in hand pose or gesture recognition);
5. the size of the skeleton and the face could be normalized to improve the sign recognition on bodies with very different proportions;
6. it opens the possibility to augment the animation information through the simulation of different camera position and lenses via geometrical transformations, thus training a system able to recognize signs from different distances and shooting angles;
the neural architecture dedicated to the translation of motion data into text would be smaller, and hence faster and more energy efficient, as the quantity of information received as input would be two orders of magnitude inferior to video data.

Concerning the last point, as a rough estimation of the reduction in the quantity of information, consider that one second of RGB color video at resolution 210x260 pixels (as for RWTH-PHOENIX14T) at 25 FPS would require 4095 KBytes. In contrast, animation data, counting roughly 60 bones for the upper body (4-tuple quaternions for the rotations) and 468 face landmarks (3-tuple for each vertex in space), encoded as 4-byte floats, makes 6576 bytes per frame, which recorded at 25 FPS leads to approximately 164 KBytes per second. This is about 4% of the corresponding low-resolution video data.

Points 4-7 above demonstrate an advantage as compared to state-of-the-art Ko et al. [14, 13], as the augmentation will occur directly on the landmarks, providing additional data related to observed weaknesses of the existing models.

A drawback of this approach is that any error introduced by the skeletal and the facial recognition stage would propagate to the translation stage. Nevertheless, given the consistent improvement of the technologies specifically dedicated to the motion tracking of body, hands, and face we are confident that the tracking errors introduced by the motion analysis stage would be limited and well compensated by the advantages of a lighter architecture dedicated to the translation process. Additionally, if deemed necessary, deep learning offers the possibility of handling both the skeletal/face recognition and the translation through the same joint neural network, which would minimize the effects of error propagation.

4 Empirical Evaluation Plan

As already introduced, we plan to extract skeletal and facial motion data from videos, and use those to feed a MotionData-to-text (MD2Text) translation system. For the extraction of motion data, we plan to use the recent MediaPipe\(^2\) [18] framework, which provides tools for the extraction of body, hands, and facial motion data. Figure 3 shows the result of initial tests. As for the corpus, we will use the RWTH-PHOENIX-14T dataset as it has been used in previous related research such as that of Camgoz et al. [4].

We can summarize our experiments with the following pipeline:
1. Retrieve the corpus \(V\) of videos from RWTH-PHOENIX-14T;
2. create a baseline model \(V2Text\), which takes plain videos as input: train it and measure its performances on corpus \(V\);

\(^2\) https://mediapipe.dev/
3. create a corpus MD (motion data for body, hands, and face) by analysing the videos of V using MediaPipe;
4. define a model MD2Text, which takes motion data as input: train it and measure its performances on corpus MD;
5. augment the MD corpus with additional feature like mutual distances between joints (MD+D), camera settings and positions (MD+C), and by normalizing body proportions (MD+B);
6. train a model MD+2Text on the augmented MD+D+C+B corpus and measure its performances;
7. create a corpus of “videos in the wild” (WV) of new signers, with random clothes, diverse camera framing angles and lenses;
8. measure the performances of V2Text on WV;
9. extract the motion data WMD from WV; and
10. measure the performances of MD2Text and MD+2Text on WMD.

The goal of the set of experiments is to verify the following hypotheses:
- H1: V2Text performs worse on WV than on V;
- H2: MD2Text performs better than V2Text;
- H3: MD2Text and MD+2Text require much less computational resources than V2Text for both training and inference (for the latter, sum up the inference time of MediaPipe);
- H4: MD+2Text performs better than MD2Text when tested on MD;
- H5: MD+2Text performs better than MD2Text when tested on WMD;
- H6: finally, MD+2Text performs on WMD as good as on the original MD.

5 Summary

In this paper we have described and analyzed the current main approaches for the translation of sign language into text, and detected the main weaknesses for an application in real daily life. To overcome those limitations, we proposed an approach based on chaining a video-to-motion recognition system followed by an end-to-end translation approach from motion vectors into text.

Whereas, nowadays, researchers are proving the superiority of pure end-to-end architectures trained on huge quantities of “dirty” data, such approach cannot be yet applied in the context of sign language because of the scarcity of resources. In general, in this work we are exploring the possibility of training systems starting from a smaller quantity of “clean” data (recorded in controlled conditions) and improve performances through an artificial introduction of data variability. An alternative and complementary approach would be the exploitation of fine-tuning and domain adaptation techniques which would allow using models trained in richer settings (such as video captioning, video question answering or video and language inference) as initialisation of sign language translators. This is another possible research line left as future work and has been not considered in the discussion.

A reasonable limitation of our approach is that data augmentation is not really equivalent to increasing the sampling size, but rather a localized exploration of the neighbourhood of existing samples along some of the features characterizing the input domain. Still, data augmentation has proven to be effective in image classification, and it is part of the challenge to prove that it will be effective on motion analysis too.

In the presented proposal, we described the idea of augmenting the data mainly by generating different camera framing conditions. In future work, we could explore the benefits of augmentation applied to the human motion, too, by performing a modulation of the dynamics of the motion (e.g., time scaling and time warping) and by the manipulation of motion trajectories.
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